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“The world is nothing, the man is all; in yourself is the law of all nature . . . in yourself slumbers 
the whole of Reason; it is for you to know all; it is for you to dare all. . . . The mind of this 

country, taught to aim at low objects, eats upon itself. . . . What is the remedy? . . . If the single 
man plant himself indomitably on his instincts, and there abide, the huge world will come round 
to him. . . . At that time, a nation of men will for the first time exist, because each believes himself 

inspired by the Divine Soul which also inspires all man.”
◆ Ralph Waldo Emerson

From The American Scholar  
Harvard Address in 1837 

All across the planet, the global pandemic has raised the bar for humanity.  An almost two-year 
immersion has surely provided pause for deep reflection as to the Spiritual purpose of this time. 
The information flowing to us on our daily newsfeed brings sobering Awareness of the great 
humanitarian and political challenges we face along with the Spiritual opportunities present. 

During the early days of the pandemic when the coronavirus began dominating the global 
scene, the Spiritual meaning of “corona” flashed in Awareness.  Corona refers to the crown of 
the head; it also is the root of the word coronation, which means to be crowned.  Surely the 
COVID experience provides Spiritual opportunities for Awakening into Higher 
Consciousness.  And is it also providing a global wakeup call shaking us Awake to not only a 
more Heart-Centered Way of Being but also a Heart-Centered Way of Living? 

2022 is not just another New Year.  It’s a new beginning in the eternal now bringing golden 
opportunities for accepting greater responsibility for your Self, your choices, and moving 
forward in laying a solid foundation here and now—and for your future . . . and for the future 
of humanity.  What will you have the courage to co-create in 2022?  How will you choose to 
respond?  What contribution will you make? 

These along with another beautiful question continues to echo— 

What are our golden opportunities—individually and collectively? 



 
QUESTIONS FOR YOUR REFLECTION: 
 

1) How would you like to grow in 2022?   
             
             
             
              
 

2) What would you like to co-create? 
             
             
             
              

3) What to you perceive as one of your golden opportunities in this time of corona?  
             
             
             
              
 

4) What internal shift can you conceive of making as you move forward in 2022?  
             
             
             
              
 

5) What contribution would you to like to make to yourself and humanity?     
             
             
             
              
 
 
 
 
 

“Life is not about negative circumstances that happen to you,  
it's about what you do with the golden opportunities hidden within!” 

◆ Rhonda Byrne 
 

“To improve the golden moment of opportunity, 
and catch the good that is within our reach, is the great art of life.” 

◆ William James 
 

 


